My first meeting with Donald was notable; it was not long after my own catalogue of Warwickshire county maps had appeared in 1959. He invited me to lunch and, vastly overestimating the life style of an assistant keeper in the British Museum, treated me to a meal to be remembered. But even more worthily memorable, the chance purchase of Speed's map of Hertfordshire in a St Albans antique shop had aroused Donald's interest in the printed maps of that county, and he told me that he intended to produce a complete catalogue in the same form as Warwickshire.
This was an entirely new departure: he was a pharmacist by training and profession, and although Lancashire born and bred, he owned and ran what was clearly a most successful shop in Hatfield. He brought to his new venture the care and precision of pharmacy-and the same success. Published initially by the Map Collectors' Circle, Printed Maps of Hertfordshire appeared in five sections between 1969 and 1972 and was then republished as a single book by Dawsons of Folkestone in 1974. While following the same form as the Warwickshire catalogue, Donald improved on it, showing where each map listed was to be found, and every catalogue of the maps of an English county that has been published since then has taken Hertfordshire as its model.
He next embarked on a very different project, accepting an invitation to compile a complete catalogue of the maps of Portsmouth and its surrounds to 1800. For most English towns of this size one might expect to have at most half a dozen maps from before the nineteenth century; for Portsmouth Donald found some 350, making it one of the most mapped towns in Europe. Nearly all were manuscript and stemmed from the town's role as a naval dockyard. Most were in the public records, but those elsewhere included a few in repositories in Paris, for it had been not only the British authorities who took an interest in Portsmouth's fortifications, docks and topography. Donald's Maps of Portsmouth before 1801 (Portsmouth Record Series, vol. 4, 1978) is the best known of his works outside Britain. In 1980 he married (his second marriage) another map historian, Yolande O'Donoghue, whom he had met in the Map Room of the British Library and whose work on the Ordnance Survey and the Royal Library neatly complemented his own in the project he had now begun. Despite Donald's success in work on manuscript material-and his identification of dates, hands and the relationship of one map to another was skilled and irreproachable-he was clearly more at ease with printed maps, and Portsmouth represented his only involvement with those drawn by hand. He returned to printed maps in what must be seen as his most important work. R. A. Skelton had planned a bibliography of British county atlases, a much more detailed replacement of Thomas Chubb's outdated The Printed Maps in the Atlases of Great Britain and Ireland: A Bibliography 1579-1870 (1927) , and in 1970 published its first volume, County Atlases of the British Isles: 1579-1703. In 1969 Skelton had invited Donald to join him in its continuation, but, tragically, he died the following year and Donald, deeply aware of the work's value, took the project over himself. Between 1984 and 1997 he produced a further three volumes, covering all editions of those atlases first published in 1704-1742, in 1743-1763 and in 1764-1789 . Failing to find a publisher, he himself published the first two volumes with the imprint The Tewin Press and a welldesigned logo (Tewin in Hertfordshire was where he and Yolande lived). The third was published by The British Library. In 1990 he retired from work as a pharmacist but noted in the preface to the third volume that 'as all those who have similarly set aside their occupations will understand, this made not the slightest difference to the time taken to prepare the next volume', an unintended tribute to the diligence with which he had been working in his free time on the maps and their history.
These volumes were a remarkable achievement. Like Skelton, Donald preceded the list of maps in each atlas with a detailed account of its publication history. However, he was working on a period on which much less work had been done but in which the complexities of county-atlas production exceeded those of the classic works of Saxton and Speed, Jansson and Blaeu. Realizing that newspapers provided notices and advertisements that gave evidence of dates of publicationsome realistic, some little more than wishful thinking-Donald set himself to search and assess these notices comprehensively. This was pioneering work, and in the days before images were available online it was an enormous task that produced impressive results that added greatly to what we know of county atlases, and of British map making in general, in the eighteenth century. It was entirely appropriate that in 1996 he became the first recipient of the Royal Geographical Society's Sir George Fordham Award for Cartobibliography for his 'distinguished contribution to the field of cartobibliography'.
Moving to a closely related field, in 2000 Donald completed a thesis on 'The Early Printed Road Books and Itineraries of England and Wales' and became a Doctor of Philosophy of the University of Exeter. Sadly, the onset of illness forestalled the publication that was to have resulted and effectively prevented any further work on maps. Illness also increasingly restricted his activity in the garden (he was a keen gardener), but he became a successful grower from seed of numerous species of cyclamen which he lovingly tended in his alpine house.
While it is sad that his work was cut short, Donald had already made a great contribution to our knowledge of British map making, a contribution more significant than the modest titles of his books might suggest. It is a contribution that will certainly endure. Printed Maps of Hertfordshire will long be taken as a model for catalogues of English county maps, but it is not only in this that his contribution will stand the test of time.
P. D. A. Harvey University of Durham

Imago Mundi's Social Media
In the previous issue (68:1) Imago Mundi announced a new initiative and explained how, by expanding its outreach and engagement activities into the social-media realm, it hopes to broaden its audience for activities related to map history. The adoption of social media provides an up-to-date way of raising awareness of the journal and distributing information about Imago Mundi prizes and conference (ICHC) activities, news from Imago Mundi directors, a variety of forthcoming activities, lectures, cartography-related exhibitions, publication announcements for high-quality books on map history and other material related to the history of cartography as well as notes from individuals involved in research and teaching the history of maps, mapping and map-related ideas.
The social media team was formed at the ICHC conference in Antwerp in July 2015 and is composed of four individuals: Marcy Bidney, Curator at the American Geographical Society; G. Salim Mohammed, Digital and Rare Map Librarian at Stanford University; Martijn Storms, Curator of Maps & Atlases, Leiden University Libraries; and Ljiljana Ortolja-Baird, Editor, IMCoS Journal. The social media team will work in close consultation with the Board of Directors of Imago Mundi.
Accounts went live in January 2016 and Imago Mundi is now on Twitter at @imagomundiichc and on Facebook, accessed by searching for Imago Mundi International Journal for the History of Cartography. To send questions, suggestions or items appropriate for posting, please contact the Social Media Team at imagomundisocialmedia@gmail.com.
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